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Subcommittee Report to Trails Committee regarding the Forest Park Loop 

August, 2018 

A subcommittee consisting of Eryn Boone (chair), Deb Essex, Peter Zug, Jim Braham, Julie Jonas, Ron Tenny and Paul 
Crews was appointed in April, 2018 to make a preliminary plan for the alignment, design and construction of a new 
multi-use trail (originally “Forest Loop”), proposed by the Girdwood Nordic Ski Club (GNSC). 

History of Actions and Resolutions:   

1. October 4, 2016:  Girdwood Nordic Ski Club (GNSC) introduces trail proposal to Girdwood Trails Committee (GTC). 
2. June 6, 2017: Girdwood Trails Committee moves to approve, in concept, Forest Loop Trail with the following conditions: 

1) New Arlberg parking lot and Our Lady of the Snows are dual access options to the trail. 
2) Trail is maximum 10' wide, hardened surface, with targeted maximum width of 14' clearing. 
3) Design minimized visual impact on existing trails 
4) Design minimized environmental impacts 
5) Girdwood Trails Committee has ongoing input on trail design and construction, with specific review and approval once the 
center line is set.  (passes 16 in favor, 6 opposed, 3 abstentions) 

3. June 12, 2017:  Girdwood Land Use Committee moves to recommend a GBOS Resolution of Support for the conceptual plan for 
the Girdwood Nordic Ski Club to design, build and maintain a Forest Loop Trail with the same conditions (passes 36 in favor, 5 
opposed, 3 abstentions). 

4. June 23, 2017: GBOS votes unanimously to approve Resolution 2017-08  
5. March 27, 2018 : GBOS Special Meeting.  GBOS moves to clarify resolution 2017-08 to state that the GTC will vote on the 

proposed GNSC trail centerline at the April 2018 GTC meeting.  The GTC and GNSC are to produce a preliminary trail plan that is 
recommended by GTC not later than the September 2018 GBOS meeting. 

6. April 3, 2018: Girdwood Trails Committee moves to approve the proposed approximate alignment as presented by the 
Girdwood Nordic Ski Club.  Approval of the motion is contingent upon an agreement with GNSC to create an appointed 
subcommittee of GTC and GNSC members. The subcommittee is charged with making a preliminary plan for the alignment, 
design and construction of the trail. The group will present this plan to the GTC as new business no later than the August GTC 
meeting. 

 
Summary of subcommittee meetings: See Agenda and Notes from 4/27/2018, 5/24/2018, 6/8/2018, 6/12/2018, 
7/10/2018, 7/18/2018, 7/27/2018, 8/10/2018 (each meeting was 2 hours long). 

1. Eight (8) meetings to date, covering agenda topics 
a. Subcommittee Goals & Objectives 
b. 5K Loop History 
c. Public Comments, subcommittee responses 
d. Open Meetings Act (OMA) 
e. Trail Width & Class 
f. Trail Alignment (map) 
g. Trail Access route(s) 
h. Trail building techniques and Trail Specifications  
i. Trail Management Objectives (TMO) 
j. Subcommittee’s recommendation and agreement for how GTC and GNSC shall move forward in a collaborative 

manner 
k. Misc (e.g., field research documentation) 
l. Other 

 
Trail Specifications:  

See document originally authored by Paul Crews and amended by entire subcommittee.  
 

Trail Management Objectives (TMO):  
 See TMO. 



 
Alignment 
See map, dated 8/10/2018. 

Implementation: 
1. Subcommittee held 8 public meetings over 4 1/2 months for approximately 2 hours per meeting.  

These meetings were publicly noticed and held in the Girdwood Community Room.  Public comments 
(3 minutes maximum per person) were accepted at these meetings (verbal or written).  Subcommittee 
members also made visits to the site to further familiarize themselves with the proposed trail route.  
Subcommittee exchanged some information and conducted administrative business via email outside 
of public meetings. Some of the email exchanges may have unintentionally violated the Open Meetings 
act. These emails became part of public record when the subcommittee’s work was complete. 

2. The Subcommittee’s recommendations were arrived at after a long period of time in which many concerns were 
aired.  This trail is being proposed to be built on public land, and the public has requested to be involved – due 
to the history of GNSC’s construction of the 5K Loop.  We have learned and worked together to develop this new 
trail as a welcomed and usable community asset.  

3. The Subcommittee presents to the Girdwood Trails Committee (GTC) and the Girdwood Board of Supervisors 
(GBOS) all documents relevant to their task, including: agendas, meeting notes, public comments, handouts, 
Trail Specifications, Trail Management Objectives (TMO), alignment map and an agreement (below) that outlines 
how GNSC and GTC will work in partnership on this project. 

Notes:  
1. Subcommittee agreed to preliminarily name this loop “Forest Park Loop” in order to reflect that this area is 

valued, and the intent would be to have this area dedicated as park in the future. 
2. Width was a major topic of discussion. Conclusion reached by all subcommittee members is that the trail 

corridor shall remain within the 10’/14’ limit, as previously approved. 
3. The subcommittee recognizes the Access Route(s) for the proposed trail will be determined as construction 

(according to the Trail Specifications) ensues.  (Note: “Dual access options” from either Arlberg Road or OLOS 
church lot were vigorously debated, and some subcommittee members interpreted this as allowing access from 
both locations; some think it can mean one or the other). Subcommittee agrees that if feasible to build, Arlberg 
could be the main access point.  If this is the case, the access trail behind the church could be smaller.  Access 
point behind church is still desired for trail connectivity. 

4. Source of gravel to build the trail was also heavily discussed.  Subcommittee agrees that the trail shall be built to 
the Forest Park Loop Specifications (see paragraph E for parameters regarding gravel).  

5. The Trail Alignment agreed upon consists of a trail 4K in length, and follows the approximate route outlined on 
MAP dated 8/10/2018.   

Proposed Agreement for how GTC and GNSC shall move forward in a collaborative manner: 
1. GNSC will hire a Project Manager, who will oversee the project by following the approved map dated 8/10/2018, 

the Trail Specifications, and TMO produced by the subcommittee (and approved by the GTC/GBOS).   
2. GTC shall receive monthly updates from GNSC and/or GTC designee throughout the entirety of the project.  

Topics may include but are not limited to:  Timetable, project manager status, trail alignment (and any 
modifications pending), funding efforts; hiring of contractor (who shall have a good track record, qualifications 
and experience); trail specifications adherence; stop work orders (if necessary), etc. 

3. If requested by either, GNSC and GTC can hold joint meetings with the contractor and/or Project Manager to 
iron out potential current, ongoing and future issues. 

The Subcommittee recommends that construction of the Forest Park Loop moves forward according to: the 
Forest Park Loop Trail Specifications, Trail Management Objectives (TMO), Trail Alignment (as depicted on map 
dated 8/10/2018), and the Agreement above.   
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                            Forest Park Loop Trail Specifications 
                     Girdwood Trails Subcommittee Working Group 
 
Submitted to Forest Loop subcommittee by Paul Crews 4/27/18  
Edited by subcommittee 8/10/18 to Final Draft (after 6 previous edits) 
Highlighted areas are amendments made by the GTC at their 9/4/18 meeting. 
 
A Except in unavoidable locations the targeted clearing limits for the trail width shall be 14 
feet. If it is possible for the trail alignment to pass between two trees that are more than 14 
feet apart measured 3 feet above ground level, neither tree shall be cut unless: one or both of 
the trees is dead or leaning at a dangerous angle, or the location of a third or fourth tree in the 
immediate vicinity and in the pathway of the two trees in question absolutely requires that one 
of the trees be cut. The goal is to minimize tree cutting. 
 
Where the trail segments come together, extra care will be taken regarding trail siting, and 
efforts will be made here to minimize tree cutting, trailbed width, and trail clearing width to 
ensure that the confluence does not create a deforested aesthetic. 
 
B Trees outside the clearing limits that are dead or leaning precariously and are a hazard 
of falling across the trail, and trees which are a hazard within skier spill zones may be cut. The 
stumps of these trees must be cut or ground to forest floor level and covered with topsoil or 
moss. Limbs on trees within 10 feet of the centerline of the trail may be removed to a height 
not to exceed 20 feet. Only limbs on the sides of such trees facing the trail may be cut. All 
debris from cut or removed trees shall be removed from the forest floor and buried beneath 
the trail or within an approved disposal site. Except in the case of immediate safety, tracks or 
tires of cutting or grinding equipment shall not go outside the approved clearing limit unless the 
ground is protected with mats. 
 
C The  MAXIMUM width of hardened trail surface should be 10 feet including the trail 
shoulders. No Rocks exceeding 3 inches in diameter shall be allowed within 4 inches of the trail 
surface except such rocks may be placed onto the hardened top surface within 18 inches of the 
trail edges. All rocks on the trail surface or clearing area must be removed, compacted, or 
pressed flush with the ground surface. A thin layer of native topsoil 18 inches wide shall be 
placed upon the hardened trail top surface within the area between each shoulder and 42 
inches of the trail centerline.  
 
D Cut slopes should not be steeper than 1.5/1 or flatter than 3/1. Logs or rocks may be 
used as bulk heads to support steep cut and fill slopes. Fill slopes should not be flatter than 4/1 
but may be as steep as 1.5/1. Except in areas of side slope cuts, the hardened target surface of 
the trail should be less than 12 inches above the surrounding forest floor. 
 
E Gravel used to construct the trail prism shall be extracted from beneath the trail within 
the approved 14 foot clearing limits. There may be areas where adequate gravel is not available 
beneath the maximum targeted trail/clearing limit (10’/14’).  Gravel may need to be imported if 



the Girdwood Nordic Ski Club (GNSC) contractor discovers more gravel is necessary to build the 
trail to these specifications. All gravel extraction shall be obtained in a manner that minimizes 
forest disturbance. (Note: Extracting gravel from pits outside the 14’ wide clearing limit and/or 
widening the trail are recognized as methods which disturb the forest).   Methods/solutions for 
obtaining gravel from other than beneath the 10’/14’ trail corridor must be approved by the 
Project Manager and the land owner (or designated third party overseer.) Mining gravel from 
the project area outside the 14 foot clearing limit /trail corridor should only occur if an 
adequate quantity of gravel from beneath the 14 foot clearing limit is absolutely not available 
within a reasonable distance of the final deposition location of the additional required gravel. If 
gravel is extracted outside the 14 foot clearing limit the primary method should be by widening 
the clearing /excavation limit to a maximum width of 20 feet for short distances only at 
locations where no additional trees would be required to be removed. The development of any 
remote extraction sites (gravel pits) within the project area is strongly discouraged.  Any and all 
approved extraction sites must be satisfactorily closed and covered with local organic materials 
upon job completion. The planting of native trees upon extraction sites (gravel pits) is expected. 
Access routes to any extraction sites must be reconditioned to a natural state as much as 
possible. Gravel utilized to construct the Arlberg access route from the paved bike path to the 
base of Crocket hill shall be imported from outside the project area. Gravel mined from HLB 
land shall not be utilized off HLB land. 
 
F  All cut tree trunks, roots, branches, other excavated or cut debris, and excavated 
stumps removed from within or outside the clearing limits shall be transported and buried 
within the approved clearing limits, or if that is not possible only within an approved material 
extraction site located outside the clearing limits, unless they are used as retaining or bridge 
structures.  
 
 G All protruding roots caused by excavation shall be cut back or covered so that they are 
not visible from the finished trail.  
 
H All fore slopes and back slopes shall be backfilled or covered with a minimum of three 
inches of native organic materials. In order to prevent the spread of invasive species, no offsite 
organic materials may be introduced to the work site. 
 
I All surfaces should be sloped to drain at a minimum of 3% in any direction. 
 
J Full size equipment (large excavators, bulldozers, road hauling trucks) shall not be used 
for construction or transportation within the job site.  
 
K Except in situations of immediate safety equipment shall not go outside the 14 foot 
clearing limit unless absolutely unavoidable to complete the project, or to allow access to 
materials sources or turn around locations. 
 
L The forest floor at turn around locations shall be protected with appropriate ground 
protection mats unless the turnaround locations are approved as trail rest areas. Approved trail 



rest areas shall be hardened with mineral soil before job completion. The perimeters of all rest 
areas must be landscaped with native materials 
 
M Materials extraction sites must be identified and approved by the land owner and 
project manager.  
 
N The HLB shall assign a third party to oversee construction activities in order to assure 
compliance with trail plans and specifications.   
 
O Only qualified and experienced contractors shall be considered for this project 
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ALASKA STATE PARKS TRAIL MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 
Section 1: Trail Management Objectives  

4 

1.1 Trail Management Objectives Form  
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ALASKA STATE PARKS TRAIL MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 
Section 1: Trail Management Objectives  
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        Figure 1.1 – Trail Management Objectives Form 
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See map dated 8/10/18.

Eryn Boone Trails Subcommitee Chair  9/5/18
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ALASKA STATE PARKS TRAIL MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 
Section 1: Trail Management Objectives  
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1.2 Trail Management Objective Form Instructions 

 Forest Loop  N/A

See map dated August 10, 2018

Trail begin and trail end coordinates are the Arlberg Parking Area. The trail starts and ends there.  
There is still a possiblity of trail access behind Our Lady of the Snows Church, this has not been 
determined yet.

This is a mulit use trail through four seasons.  Walkers, snowshoers, bikers, and skiers will be allowed 
on the trail through all four seasons.

Specification parameters for this trail's design, alignment, and construction are detailed in a "Forest 
Loop Specifications" document, alignment map, and a "Subcommittee Report to Trails Committee 
regarding the Forest Loop" document approved by the Girdwood Trails Committee on September 4, 
2018 and by the Girdwood Board of Supervisors on  October 15, 2018.
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